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A man of untold yet startling talents is suggested in the stories by Bill Douglass in his new fictional work, 
Death After Life. This trim collection is all about Nevada where Bill was born and raised, showing 
remarkable adaptability in someone whose Silver State citizenship began at birth. A University of 
Chicago-trained social anthropologist in his academic training, Bill co-founded the Center for Basque 
Studies at the University of Nevada, Reno. Bill had a lively youth: the chapters are a fictional account, 
but borrow from first-hand experiences of trapping, sowing wild oats, hunting, fishing, collecting reptiles 
for paying customers, and his tales touch on long years of family responsibility, managing casinos.  
The Black Rock Institute has published a collection of Bill's short stories, wry and funny, shocking and 
whimsical. Illustrations for the book were created specifically for each story from the landscape of the 
Smoke Creek Desert, Gold Hill, Reno, Gerlach, Pyramid Lake, Lake Tahoe, and beyond.
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